Sensory Garden

Woodland Park Zoo Rose Garden
Understanding / Precedents / Questions

1. It’s a restorative garden, it may have therapeutic elements
2. It’s for all abilities
3. It’s a place that celebrates bringing all people together
4. The garden will be immersive and memorable
patterns in the garden

CURATED... SEQUENCES, COMPOSITIONS, CONTRASTS, CHANGE, INTERACTIONS

movement sequences
visual compositions
sound compositions
tactile experiences
smell & taste contrasts & combinations
change: moments, daily, seasonal, weather
encounters & interactions
“designing” the garden experience

patterns (visual, light, sound)
movement sequences
scale (corridors, spaces, elements)
texture (materials)
form & structure (corridors, spaces, elements)
contrast / continuity
choreography (change)
climate (weather / temperature)
garden style
Sensory Garden – Community Context
Sensory Garden – Site Analysis
Concept Plan
WPZ Sensory Garden - Site Precedents
Concept Plan - Meadow
Meadow Features – Entrance Terrace / Trellis
Meadow Features - Restorative Resting Plane
Meadow Features- Cathedral of Melodies and Sound Poles
Meadow Features- Cathedral of Melodies and Sound Poles
Meadow Features- Touch Terrace
Meadow Feature - Perimeter Planting Frame
Meadow Feature - Movement Mound
Meadow Feature - Orientation Terrace
Concept Plan – Woodland Garden
Woodland
Woodland Feature- Strolling Path
Woodland Feature - Sculpted Hedges
Woodland Feature- Drumming Deck
Woodland Feature - Forest Garden
Woodland Feature - Log Keyhole and Spines
Woodland Feature- Teardrop Terminus
Woodland Feature - Circle of Community
What features are you most interested in?
What ideas excite you?
LEGEND
MEADOW GARDEN
1. Entrance Terrace / Trellis
2. Table of Understanding
3. Restorative Resting Plane
4. Cathedral of Melodies
5. Touch Terrace
6. Perimeter Meadow Frame
7. Movement Mound
8. Orientation Terrace
9. Strolling Path
10. Existing Rose Garden
11. Sculpted Hedges

WOODLAND GARDEN
12. Drumming Deck
13. Forest Garden
14. Green Screen Wall
15. Log Keyhole and Spines
16. Teardrop Terminus
17. Circle of Community
18. Wave of Color

OTHER
19. Existing Forest
20. Fence
21. Realigned Trail

CAUTION - CALL 911
UTILITY NOTIFICATION CENTER
BEFORE YOU DIG
WWW.CALL811.COM/FLX
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FOREST
GRASS PATH
PARKING
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Rose Garden Gazebo
Stone Columns
Chain Link Fence
Rock Wall
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SECTION D
SCALE 1" = 10'

Rose Garden Gazebo
Stone Columns
Chain Link Fence
Rock Wall
Parking
WOODLAND PARK ZOO - SENSORY GARDEN CONCEPT PLAN

LEGEND

MATERIALS
- Gravel
- Plantings
- Concrete
- Specialty Concrete
- Hedge
- Turf

FEATURES
1. Entrance Terrace / Trellis
2. Table of Understanding
3. Restorative Resting Plane
4. Cathedral of Melodies
5. The Touch Terrace
6. Bench
7. Perimeter Meadow Frame
8. Movement Mound
9. Orientation Terrace
10. Strolling Path
11. Existing Rose Garden
12. Sculpted Hedges
13. Drumming Deck
14. Forest Garden
15. Green Screen Wall
16. Log Keyhole and Spines
17. Teardrop Terminus
18. Circle of Community
19. Railing

PHASE 1
- Entrance Terrace / Trellis
- Table of Understanding
- Restorative Resting Plane
- Cathedral of Melodies
- The Touch Terrace
- Bench
- Perimeter Meadow Frame
- Movement Mound
- Orientation Terrace
- Strolling Path
- Existing Rose Garden
- Sculpted Hedges
- Drumming Deck
- Forest Garden
- Green Screen Wall
- Log Keyhole and Spines
- Teardrop Terminus
- Circle of Community
- Railing

PHASE 2
- Entrance Terrace / Trellis
- Table of Understanding
- Restorative Resting Plane
- Cathedral of Melodies
- The Touch Terrace
- Bench
- Perimeter Meadow Frame
- Movement Mound
- Orientation Terrace
- Strolling Path
- Existing Rose Garden
- Sculpted Hedges
- Drumming Deck
- Forest Garden
- Green Screen Wall
- Log Keyhole and Spines
- Teardrop Terminus
- Circle of Community
- Railing